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WhatsApp Plus brings you all the features you've enjoyed with your basic WhatsApp account to spice it up, fore with its own more opportunities to ensure a better chat experience. Taking cues from the original WhatsApp design, WhatsApp Plus is easy in itself. After all, it means you don't have to adapt to a host of newer
tabs or controls than you were used to. Some of the extras to note about WhatsApp Plus are not found elsewhere – especially basic WhatsApp customizations: Users can choose from a host of visual themes on the platform that personalize their chat experience. This converts headers, colors, fonts, and all other aspects
of the display to match the unique style of all users. Emojis - better express yourself with an improved list of emojis and emojis found only in WhatsApp Plus Privacy - you can hide the status you last saw and prevent people from knowing when you check/listen to messages/audio or see the status. The catch here is that
you have to waive your right to see these as basic WhatsApp will do improved file sharing - in addition to the poor quality of the images that come with sharing files (such as images) on basic WhatsApp, there is also the issue of shareable size. With WhatsApp Plus, you can share up to 50MB of files on the go without
worrying about being compressed for size. To enjoy all this, all you have to do is download WhatsApp Plus from the box above. System requirements It requires Android version 4.0 or higher, it requires activation of unknown sources to install apps using APK files that can be installed on root or non-rooted Android
devices. Versan Tamanjo Data 2 jul 2020 Nome de Pacote com.whatsapp.plus Resensa Gratis Desenbolvedor Haymoz o Wasap plus Eum dos Merhoras Appcatibos de WhatsApp, Powa Ele e um dos Pioneros Em Tora Zaa Tepasu Pasonarizados e Kororidos, Alem de Cell um dos Mod Que Mai Tri Trazem
Configuration Assoes Extra Para o Wassap Este Super Appaquicatibotrazmelholias de Privacidade, e permite versagens Apagadas. Nesta Pagina Esta a Ultima Versan do Ap Atuarizad Para Download Gratis Recursos do WhatsApp Plus O que mais chama aatenção de todos são os recursos exclusives do WhatsApp
Plus, veja os princess: Recurso Anti-Prohibited Pharmacology Ocalte Seu Statused Online, Ambem Su'a Photo de Perfil dos Curiosos Nan Deisha Vel Que Vosse Reu a Mensagem Pois Esconde o Tick et o Segundo Tick Pode Esconder o Vist Pol Ultimo Para Cada Contato de Forma Osona Fasa Cimadas de Video e
au Em HD Divers Temas Diferentes Para Instaler Envy Mais Imagen de Qué o Lepermido Envie arquivos maiores que o permitido, tais como auido e video Colloque video maiores ou até intereiros no Status Altere o ítone do WhatsApp Requisitos de Sistema Roda m Sistema4.0.3 or higher does not work on iPhone
WhatsApp Plus How to install WhatsApp Plus, you need to download it outside of Google Play. This method requires you to download the APK installation package. Here's how: When you open the APK download file on your device, your device asks for permission to install the app from another source. Grant that
permission. Complete the installation of the app. Is this app safe? The WhatsApp Plus app is safe and, thanks to its enhanced features, is used by thousands of people around the world. To date, there have been no complaints about security issues with this app. Note that the app is not responsible and its security
depends on the developer. Can you ban the use of WhatsApp Plus? However, if for some reason your number is banned from WhatsApp, you can send an email to the Whatsapp team and request the number react activation easily by email: the [email protection] news registered from the latest version of the group
conversation is now a low bar dubai between saving light/dark mode (Arabic) Another tab to font switch (optional) Has another group guide Restore when switching current settings and font preview errors The app is not installed Fixed fingerprint timeout error fix Hide the second tick Change fixed emoji/WhatsApp sticker
appears in phone gallery Fixed group description not clarified in dark mode WhatsApp Plus Download WhatsApp Plus is now updated and has all the features of Whatsapp. In addition to colorful and beautiful themes of various colors. Have you heard about WhatsApp Plus? This is a normal WhatsApp change and for this
it has some features that users will not find in the original. But is it worth downloading WhatsApp Plus? is there a risk of viruses and malware? What are its characteristics? Many questions to follow after the ad, but don't worry, in this mega article, we will explain everything about him. If you arrive at the parade and want
to know how to download WhatsApp Plus, click on the link below to download the APK. WhatsApp Plus WhatsApp Is It? WhatsApp Plus is a mod, meaning it is a modified version of the original WhatsApp by an unauthorized developer. This is Genero's second most famous application that falls behind WhatsApp GB.
However, this version we make available is being developed by the same team of rivals, haymoz staff. That's why the app shares a lot of features. Many people call it GB WhatsApp Plus. However, if you have any questions about which one to choose,We have a comparison of both. You can also read an article
comparing whatsApp Plus to the original. Is it safe to install GB WhatsApp Plus? Facebook, the owner of Whatsapp, often bans accounts that engage in unusual activities, such as uploading a 5-minute video with status or forwarding messages to many contacts at the same time. If you want to use your account safely
when banning it, don't overs use the additional features of WhatsApp Plus. So we always recommend downloading the updated version of WhatsApp Plus to avoid any kind of problem. We always make the latest version above available. Following the ad also read: how to clone whatsapp at a distance and have security
issues with your data. The original version has end-to-end encrypted messages to prevent third-party interception. mods promise it too, but I'm not sure it's true. Read also: Did you know that there is a way to clone WhatsApp from a distance? What can you do about WhatsApp Plus? What are your features? You can
make the most of the latest WhatsApp Plus with many features that you don't have in the common version. We've discussed some of the following features: Hide online status: This is a very common and useful feature of all mods, this feature allows you to hide your online status from others. Enabling this feature means
that no one can see it online. It's useful when you don't want to let them know you're online. Hide blue ticks: When a message is sent, the user receives a tick, and when the message is delivered, two ticks are displayed, and a blue double tick warns that the message has been sent. You can hide the blue tag so that
others don't know that the message has been seen by you. Write status: When you write a message to someone, the WhatsApp feature indicates that you are typing and writing something for them. If you don't want others to know the status of your sentences, turn it on with whatsApp Plus privacy options. Recording



Status: Recording Studio can hide the status of recordings as well as for others, you can hide the status of your audio recordings for others. Follow the ad sticker pack: Download funny and popular sticker packs on this site. Keep it up-to-date based on adhesion trends. If you want to create your own sticker pack,
download Sticker Maker on this site. Cleaner: This is a great tool for those who need to delete unwanted conversations. Wallpaper: All mobile owners love to put wallpaper on the screen, here you can put it at the bottom of the app and conversationGeneral. Auto attendants: Auto attendants are usually found in whatsapp
Business apps, but common WA doesn't. However, the latest version of Whatsapp Plus APK has an auto-reply feature. Use to set up automatic replies for users who send messages. Theme: This is an unusual feature in mods, not all possem versions. Plus allows you to customize your interface on your way. There are
many themes created by other users. Personalization: Whatsapp Plus not only offers some interesting features, but also manages the interests of users. You can use it your way and customize it. You can edit headers, chat screens, main screens, and user interfaces. You can also customize notification messages and
widgets. Share: Whatsapp Plus allows you to share items in a way that you wouldn't share in a common version of WA. It supports up to 7 minutes of video, 50 MB video size, 100 MB audio size and original quality (image), allowing you to share videos for more than 30 seconds. Ad security follows: The latest version of
Whatsapp+ has a built-in locking feature. Set a password and keep your WA secure. Logs and history: WA+ has a logging and history feature that records closing hours and all work you do with WA Plus. This can help you in many ways. This mod has a variety of fonts that come with great style, size and shape: fonts and
styles. How to download and install WhatsApp Plus? It's a mod (modified application), so all you have to do is download the APK and install it manually. Follow these steps: If you're changing apps, you don't want to miss a conversation. To do this, back up the original app or change you're currently using. To do this, go to
WhatsApp Settings &gt; Chat &gt; Backup and click Save (Google Drive backup is not supported). Uninstall the original WhatsApp (or mod installed) If you have never installed an app other than Google Play, check out the Install from unknown source or Unknown source option. Go to Phone Settings &gt; Security.
Download WA PLUS (link at the beginning of the article) Click on the downloaded file of type .apk, do not restore the conversation and follow all the installation instructions (same as the original). When you're looking for a copy and you're dingy, close the app and go back inside. Ready important note: In some cases, you
can restore an old copy when restoring conversations in your installation.Remove all but the last one. How to update WhatsApp GB Plus 2020? If you already have it installed and want to upgrade to the latest version, all you have to do is download the latest WhatsApp Plus and install it as above. To upgrade, you don't
need to uninstall anything, and you don't need to back up your conversations, but if you want to back up if something happens, always go back to the previous version. What is the new version of WhatsApp Plus? However, this article is based on the version provided by the heymods staff because it is the latest version
and build 13.00.1. We are using whatsApp Plus here by the heyMods version above, which we are constantly updating. We always update this article with the latest version, so always know when to post new updates. So, click on the notification button to know when we want to update. Disadvantages Whatsapp Plus has
a lot of great features and few people who use it give it up. Its main drawback is its prohibition. If you use it, you may lose your WhatsApp account. This means that the WhatsApp server will store your number and you will never be able to use the messaging network again. So we repeat: use mods only with the second
number of your phone, and never the main number. Can you use the WhatsApp web in the plus version? We even made a video that teaches you how to proceed, plus we'll show you a tutorial. Better WhatsApp Plus or GBWhatsApp? is a tough question to continue after ads. Each has its own characteristics, so it's
important to first know what you really want and what makes a difference in its use. They have virtually the same qualities, so we focus on the differences between both. Basically, there is a big difference between how you use two accounts on the same phone. Both are possible, but they have a huge advantage over
GBWhatsApp: WhatsApp Plus: it is possible to use two WhatsApp accounts on the same phone only if you use two different MODS. GBWhatsApp: It is possible to use two accounts using it plus the original WhatsApp, or even another mod. Therefore, the advantage of GB is that you can install the original on the same
phone. During Plus, you cannot coexist with the original person on the same phone. WhatsApp Plus for iPhone How to download and install iOS? There are two ways to download and install WhatsApp Plus for your iPhone, iPad and iPod: if you don't have jailbreak, you can download and install the IPA files that we offer
below.Install manually. Click here to see three ways of how to install IPA apps on iPhone like this on WhatsApp Plus. If you already have jailbreak, it will be installed through Cydia, a repository of iPhone and iPad apps that are not available in the official store. If that's your case, just visit Cydia and take a look there. It is
worth remembering that WhatsApp Plus is a change of the original application, that is, it will not be approved by Facebook, the owner of WhatsApp. This means that the account may be banned and in many cases this will no longer go back. For this reason, we recommend that you use WhatsApp Plus only with
secondary numbers so that you don't take any risks. The following article is interesting and we will talk about it. Click here to download WhatsApp Plus for iPhone How to know if someone is using WhatsApp Plus in a conversation? See the tips below. Status: If the person doesn't see your status during the conversation,
the suspicion begins. One of the features of WhatsApp Plus is that it allows you to hide this information. If you are talking to someone but it will never appear online, it may be the first symptom of using mods like this. Connection time: Another feature of WhatsApp Plus is that you can hide the last hour of connection.
When you review this information, the field appears empty with a second display indicating that you may be using some mod. Double blue no click answer: When you send a WhatsApp message, when the contact reads it, you will see a blue double click. If you notice that the caller is responding when holding a
conversation, but the message you sent doesn't appear with a blue double-click, there's already a third clue that you think the person is using the MOD. If this double-click only appears on response, it's a recently added feature on WhatsApp Plus, so there's more reason to doubt it. No emoticons: All mods offer hundreds
of extra emojis not available in the official version. If you can't send emoticons and open emojis on your phone screen, but you see a small box with a question mark inside, you may be using WhatsApp Plus or another mod, and you can also view its content. As long as you are aware that you are banned, the conclusion
is worth a yes. They say they have a no-ban system, but that's not guaranteed. Therefore, it is recommended to use it on a second phone with a non-primary number. Otherwise, if you only have one phone, we won't advise you because you risk losing your number permanently, as you did last year when 2 million people
were banned by Facebook for using WhatsApp Mods. WhatsApp Plus FAQ - FAQ [Ultimate FAQ]
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